DELIVERING PROFESSIONAL QUALITY SOLUTION

ProQualea is an independent Malaysian consultancy company
providing engineering and manpower solutions for the oil, gas
and energy industry.

About us
ProQualea is a Malaysian engineering and manpower company, focusing in oil and energy industries. Our mission
is to manage talent for sustainable growth, in order to build intimate relationships of enduring value. We aim to
secure, retain and align talent towards our client’s strategic goals. Client retention and commitment are the focus
of our practice.
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Proqualea has an extensive recruitment
the right people to the right positions based on
careful analysis of their skills, experience and
personality. Upon receiving instruction to recruit
new employees, we will meet with the appropriate
members of your team to obtain a job description
and discuss selection criteria. We believe our quality
service is enhanced through client interaction.

Our Aim
The success of your Oil & Energy projects depends
on you having the right permanent and contract
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Through our hard work in the industry, Proqualea
are highly trained professionals with the
experience to know your needs and the
marketplace. We make sure all of our candidates’
aspirations, experience and background will suit
the location, the rigours of the job, and your
company’s culture.

Values Proqualea revolves around
THREE MAIN PRINCIPLES;
1.

educated workforce, leading to a sense of
community. We consider this imperative to
success. We work together as a team, while also
working closely with clients and candidates to
achieve optimum results.

2. RESPONSIBILITY; at Proqualea we understand
the responsibility we have to our clients and
candidates alike. Both retention and commitment
our client.
3. CUSTOMER SERVICE; the consultants at
Proqualea guarantee exceptional customer
service. They hold clients requests at the core of
their recruiting practice. Customer satisfaction
is vital.

capable personnel across all aspects of Upstream,
Midstream and Downstream Oil & Energy.
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Oil and Energy Specialist Recruitment

Gas Processing & Downstream

Proqualea provides a comprehensive
service to both clients and contractors to ensure
that they secure the talent and positions they
want. We work with them every step of the way,
building a relationship that results in a deep
understanding of their needs, aspirations and
goals.

Proqualea specialise in providing contract
and permanent personnel for all stages
beyond the initial production phase and right
through to point of sale.

We work at securing candidates that are unique to
Proqualea by utilising our local intelligence, brand
reputation and unique marketing, meaning
that we can supply you with the most sought-after
candidates that deliver unique skills and experience.
All of our highly trained consultants specialise in
single regions and sub-sectors. Using multilingual
abilities and utilising a huge amount of shared
experience, they can search out both local and
global talent to support your business at all times.

We work across all aspects of energy processing,
from transportation (including pipeline, rail, barge,
tanker or road), storage and wholesaling of oil
and gas products. We provide engineering and
manpower across this sector servicing operations,
maintenance and expansion of facilities whether this be vessels, pipelines or platforms.
With wide-ranging experience of working within

We also provide engineering and manpower solutions
for
with both permanent and contract personnel
across all aspects of downstream oil & energy.

Upstream Oil & Energy

Sectors We Cover :
Drilling
FPSO
MOPU
Deepwater
Gas Processing
Pipelines
Commissioning & Decommisioning

Our Belief
We believe, “Excellence is not just a skill but also an attitude.”
We strive to be known for our excellence by our esteemed client
organizations. Our employees are our biggest strength who
always aspire to develop great relationships with our clients
and meet their expectations.
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The Flowchart Shows The
Complete Process of A
Permanent Recruitment

barge and maritime, railroad, haulage, pipeline
transport, logistics, transloading and terminal
companies.

We assist in local taxation, accommodation,
schooling, security, travel arrangements including
visas and transport and medical and travel
insurance.

We have wide-ranging experience in providing
personnel for upstream oil & gas projects. Our
recruiters each work on their own specialisation
and geographical regions to ensure that they
are best placed to fully understand their clients’
needs. We are market-leading specialists in
supplying personnel across the following
disciplines, amongst others: Geoscience,
Geotechnical, Drilling & Completion, Pipelines,
Engineering & Design, FPSO, Construction &
Commisioning, HSEQ (Health, Safety, Environment
& Quality), Subsea, Project Controls & Services,
Operations & Maintenance ( including shutdown),
Asset Integrity & Life Extension, Well Services &
Interventions, Marine, P&A & Decommisioning.

Our Core Services

1. Permanent Recruitment
Permanent Recruitment is where Proqualea
source and screen suitable candidates
against permanent positions at our clients. The
opportunity is selected and carefully analysed to
best understand who is the right match based on
their skill sets, qualification and salary package,
and also matched against company culture, and

individual and our client. The reason for this is
that a good placement is about aligning
motivations not a “make do” type outcome. All
candidates presented are screened to a standard
set with the client company. We back all this up
with replacement guarantees so you know you

the client company. Proqualea knows that

result.

nurturing both a deep understanding of the
client’s business and the motivations, wants and
needs of candidates.
We work with our clients on a dedicated basis,
research and selection tools, employing multiple
pro-active resourcing techniques. Proqualea
approach permanent recruitment on an individual
level, even where there are multiple roles of a
similar nature. We consider the personalities of

2. Contract Recruitment
We use our years of contract recruitment experience
in the oil and gas industry to select only the best
candidates to pass on to our clients. We do this
Pipelining”. This activity is primarily relationship
focused, based on Proqualea strong history
of recommendations and durability of service
to the market.
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Our Vision
“Our strategy is developing strong long term relationships with our clients
based on earned trust, credibility and integrity that emphasizes high
quality service, traditional values and strong client relationships”.

For urgent contract recruitment needs,
Proqualea has a wide-ranging database
of experienced oil and energy
contractors ready for fast mobilisation.
Our reputation gives us access to candidates outside
of conventional channels. We actively involve with
new candidate communities – especially through our
innovative use of social media in recruitment.
Our teams all focus completely on their dedicated
area – so we can qualify candidates to a very high
technical level. We understand the needs of our
clients; permitting us to reduce time to hire cycles by
very quickly evaluating a candidate’s suitability.
Proqualea also stand for the client’s brand
positively in all our discussions with candidates.
Proqualea team have the knowledge and experience
to ensure full contractor compliance. This ensures
no costly project delays through unforeseen
complications such as visa problems or incorrect
paperwork. We allow contractors to focus on their
work and deliver value to our client from day one. We
take on the contractor’s administrative burden, with
our service including visa and work permit assistance,
arranging medicals, travel, transport and accommodation.
Proqualea’s highly personalised service means that
contractors do not feel isolated whilst they are
on project location.
Proqualea understand project requirements
and challenges. Our clients trust us to keep their
contractors happy, safe and compliant so their
projects run smoothly and without interruption. We
use key account management to ensure we work in
accordance with client preferences and expectations.
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1. Recruitment
Flexibility
Recruitment levels
with your workload and
project requirements
vs. lengthy direct
placement cycle
contract placement at
any time
2. Maintain Budget Controls
which projects reach completion by
adding contract placement to
your workforce.
3. Increase Recruitment Alternatives
a new pool of highly skilled
resources
to bring back the expertise of former
employees

3. Payroll
ors are paid
correctly is crucial to the smooth running of a
business and the morale of a workforce.
Proqualea has an experienced in-house
international payroll team that manages all
contractor payroll and accounting services. We
provide both the client and contractor a secure,
timely and professional pay mechanism.
to enhance and support our service to you.
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Our Specialist Solutions
Engineering Services
Via our partnership with niche consultancy DRL
Engineering, we can provide a suite of services to
oil & gas facilities development planning through
FID, and execution phases. DRL have a long track
record of assisting Clients with:
Assessment

understanding of primary cost drivers has
consistently delivered in improving project economics
for their clients through application of international
best practices.

www.drl-engineering.com

ProQualea

4. Global Mobility Services
The area of global mobility is a large and complex area of Human
Resource. Global mobility refers to managing both global and
domestic assignments, national and international transfers, the
planning and costing of inbound and outbound movements,
being aware of the tax compliance issues, immigration issues
as well as all the personal issues that arise when moving people
from one jurisdiction to another.

DRL Engineering’s expertise and

Reduction
Methods

Within the oil, gas and energy industry, contractor mobilisation
and on-boarding the right people to the right location at
the right time is a critical in ensuring projects and
operations running smoothly. There are times when
numerous contractors are needed urgently frequently
requiring a particular specilist’s skills and experience.
Proqualea deliver contractors to meet project needs
in all parts of the world.

Visa Services & Local authority registration
Accommodation provision & management
Mobilisation / Demobilisation management
Travel Management
Hotel Management
Meet & greet / transfers
Schooling advice & enrolment
Medical insurance
Orientation & in-country services
(banking support, insurance, mobile phone etc.)
Fitness for work medicals & vaccinations
Training provisions
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List of Projects That Our Team Assisted On
Mubadala’s Carbonate Pinnacle Exploration

Mubadala

2013

Project Cendor Field Malaysia

Petrofac

2014

Mubadala Clastic Exploration

Mubadala

2014

Santos (Sampang Pty Ltd)

2015

Sokoria 30MW Geothermal, Indonesia

ABS Drilling

2015

Danford Yetagun East block, Myanmar

Atwood Oceanic

2015

Essar Oil block L, Myanmar

Frontier Drilling

2016

Essar Oil block A-2, Myanmar

Frontier Drilling

2016

JET Drilling

2017

Blocks 10BB and 13T, Kenya

Africa Oil SA Corp

2018

Blocks 10BB and 13T, Kenya

Africa Oil SA Corp

2018

Oyongprogrammeoil and Gas Development Project, Indonesia

Eni Block RSF-1 Exploration, Myanmar

Other Projects
BP Block 18 Tullow Oil Ten Field, Singapore
Aker Solutions Reliance, Kakinada
Petrofac Cendor, Malaysia
Enquest Kraken, Malaysia
Bumi Armada Kraken, Malaysia
Statoil Gina Krog, Malaysia
Murphy Block H, Malaysia
SBM Browse FLNG Turret Development, Malaysia
Korea Shell Prelude, Malaysia / Korea
Petrofac E&C RAPID, Malaysia
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www.proqualea.com

We conduct quality reviews
continuous improvement in
our services.

ProQualea Sdn Bhd
(1432248 - K)

Level 18, Equatorial Plaza,
Jalan Sultan Ismail,
50250 Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia

